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Abstract
In Natural Language Processing, the Stance
Detection task classifies the text standpoint
towards a given target. Stance Detection for
citizen political opinions is highly dynamic
because bill trends can appear and disappear
quickly, demanding Stance Detection to han-
dle unseen topics. We investigate the potential
of leveraging generative models as annotators
to enrich the dataset and improve the classifi-
cation models in the restricted Brazilian Por-
tuguese language in a low-resource context. We
propose to use the prompt to perform a zero-
shot corpus expansion using a generative model
as an annotator to enhance the specialist fine-
tuned models. We tested the data augmenta-
tion method by training mBert and Bertimbau
models on UlyssesSD, BrMoral, and MtTwitter
datasets for unseen topics. The models using
our proposed corpus expansion showed promis-
ing performance on unseen topics.

1 Introduction

In Natural Language Processing (NLP), the Stance
Detection (SD) task aims to identify and classify
the text standpoint towards a given target. The in-
put can be composed of the tuple <target, text>
and the commonly used output labels for classifica-
tion are Favor, Against, or Neither. Scenarios like
internet discussions, political bills, and the news
are highly dynamic because trends can appear and
disappear quickly, demanding Stance Detection to
handle unseen topics. As shown in Example 1, it
is possible to obtain various stances depending on
the chosen topic.

The Transformer architecture has gained popu-
larity in NLP fields with models that utilise either
an encoder, a decoder, or both components of its
architecture. The BERT-based language models
(Devlin et al., 2019) are encoder-only and consist
of millions of parameters, serving as a backbone for
various downstream tasks. GPT-3.5 is a decoder-
only model based on InstructGPT (Ouyang et al.,

Text
“The Child’s place is socializing in school.”
Topic Stance
Homescholling Against
School Favour

Figure 1: Example of Stance Detection toward topics
concerning school socialisation.

2022), which is a massive model with billions of pa-
rameters that achieve the tasks by predicting tokens
that collectively generate textual responses.

GPT-3.5 uses a prompting technique that aims
to reduce the high fine-tuning cost. A prompt is
a specific template to pad the task input, aiming
to get valuable knowledge from these models and
make them more adaptable to different tasks. To
avoid fine-tuning, researchers have investigated the
strength of prompting in NLP applications, includ-
ing the SD task (Zhang et al., 2023b,a).

Despite promising results for several tasks, some
empirical studies indicate that the zero-shot strat-
egy with prompt-based models still did not sur-
pass the specialised fine-tuned models (Bang et al.,
2023) but showed better performance in data an-
notation compared to worker annotators (Gilardi
et al., 2023a). Therefore, we investigate prompt-
based capabilities to improve the performance of a
specialist fine-tuned model for SD in the restricted
context of Portuguese as low-resource language.

We propose the following contributions:

• We expanded by GPT-3.5 annotation the
UlyssesSD (Maia et al., 2022) corpus that con-
tains comments about bills discussed in the
Brazilian Chamber of Deputies.

• We evaluate the capabilities of prompt-based
models for Stance Detection compared to the
BERT model.

• We evaluate the proposed use of the prompt-



based model as an annotator to improve a spe-
cialist BERT model.

This work is organised as follows: The second
section provides an overview of related works. In
the third section, we describe the approach used
for the study and the related methods. Section 4
describes the data annotation process, experiments,
and analysis of the results. Section 5 has our con-
clusions and the work limitations.

2 Related Works

The SemEval Task 6b (Mohammad et al., 2016)
competition introduces the Stance Detection task.
For BERT-like models, the prior baseline found that
the BERT-joint (Allaway and McKeown, 2020),
a type of sentence pair classification technique,
showed better results than encoding topic and text
separately. The domains in the Portuguese lan-
guage are in the process of exploring (Pavan et al.,
2020; Maia et al., 2022; Pavan and Paraboni, 2022)
using techniques that were investigated for the En-
glish domains but with fewer data samples. Küçük
and Can (2020); Küçük and Can (2022) identified
at least 13 English datasets, but only one was iden-
tified by them in the Portuguese language, putting
the Portuguese language at a drawback of low re-
sources available compared to English.

Since the emergence of Large Language Models
(LLMs), the number of generative models proposed
and evaluated for tasks like question-answering
has increased. These models are also being inves-
tigated for classification tasks, as presented in a
study by Chae et al. (2023) on LLM classification.
Brown et al. (2020) introduced the multilingual
LLM GPT-3, which was later optimised for chat
applications called ChatGPT and built under the
proposed GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 models. For the Por-
tuguese language specifically, Pires et al. (2023)
introduces the Sabiá model with competitive results
in the Portuguese language compared to multilin-
gual models. Nonetheless, despite the competitive
results compared to fine-tuned language models,
the computational cost of using LLMs for mas-
sive data processing tasks for classification does
not make them a viable option compared to lighter
fine-tuned language models.

The advent of ChatGPT has increased the explo-
ration of prompt techniques as far as LLMs capabil-
ities; the prompt approach allows the users to guide
the model to evaluate the task, a powerful tool that
helps GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 to perform a wide range

Figure 2: An overview of the proposed pipeline. It repre-
sents the mBERT classifier, whose Bertimbau classifier
follows the same pipeline.

of tasks. Qiu and Jin (2024) compared ChatGPT
to fine-tuned BERT; they used designed prompts
and checked that ChatGPT outperforms the BERT
model in a few-shot setting and can be helpful for
data labelling. Gilardi et al. (2023b) found as re-
sults that the use of ChatGPT outperforms crowd
workers for text-annotation tasks, while Wen and
Fang (2023) investigated the use of prompt tun-
ing in a low-resource language. Unlike the above
works, we apply the strong zero-shot LLM models
as data enhancement to analyse the improvement
of BERT, a lower computational cost model, for
SD classification.

3 Our Approach

Our goal is to determine whether using a generative
model as an annotator to enrich the dataset can
enhance the performance of classification models
for Stance Detection in unseen topics within the
context of the low-resource Brazilian Portuguese
language.First, we elect the generative model to be
used as an annotator by comparing the GPT-3.5,
GPT-4, and Sabiá (Pires et al., 2023) models using
their respective API’s on UlyssesSD test data. We
collected and labelled the data according to Maia
et al. (2022). Thus, we compiled the new dataset,
referred to as “Ulysses Stance Detection with GPT-
3.5 Annotation Expansion (UlyssesSD-GAE)”.

We trained the BERT-like model with
UlyssesSD-GAE, and then this model was
fine-tuned with UlyssesSD train data and tested in
UlyssesSD (Maia et al., 2022) test data; we also



Prompt
Você é um classificador de posicionamentos, Stance Detection. Diga o posicionamento das
sentenças de acordo com o tópico: <topico>. Os rótulos são: neutro, favorável, contrário, nenhum,
misto. Responda no formato csv: "<id>; <posicionamento>;"
[You are a stance classifier, Stance Detection. State the stance of the sentences according to the topic: <topic>. The
labels are: neutral, favour, contrary, none, mixed. Response in csv format: "<id>; <stance>;"]

Table 1: Prompt used to data annotation. The original text is in Portuguese, followed by the free translation.

topic comment stance
Contratação
[Contracting]

A colocação de funcionários por contrato, o que pode trazer de volta
a contratação de familiares dos políticos [The placement of employees on a
contract basis, which could bring back the hiring of politicians’ family members]

against

Lei de Propriedade
Industrial [Industrial
Property Law]

A concessão de direitos de propriedade industrial é um dever do Estado.
Em todo o mundo funciona assim, exatamente pra evitar conflito de
interesses. Como a iniciativa privada vai conceder direitos a ela mesma
sem que esse tipo de conflito exista? [The granting of industrial property rights
is a duty of the State. It works like this all over the world, exactly to avoid conflict of
interests. How will the private sector grant rights to itself without this type of conflict
existing?]

favor

Reforma Adminis-
trativa [Administra-
tive Reform]

É necessário uma reforma administrativa, mas não dessa forma.
[Administrative reform is necessary, but not like this.]

neither

Table 2: Examples of UlyssesSD-GAE dataset. The original text is in Portuguese, followed by the free translation.

used BrMoral and MtTwitter (Santos and Paraboni,
2019) for cross-dataset evaluation, as shown in
Figure 2.

The classifier models were built using the fol-
lowing baseline architecture: A selected BERT-
like model served as the backbone, embedding
the tuple <topic, text> jointly, as described in All-
away and McKeown (2020), and the model head
consisted of a fully connected layer with a soft-
max output. We evaluated two models for the
backbone: Bertimbau (Souza et al., 2020) and
mBERT(Devlin et al., 2019). The multilingual
BERT (mBERT) is a trained BERT model that in-
cludes the Portuguese language, which the trained
mBERT classifier in UlyssesSD-GAE produced
the fine-tuned model in Ulysses GPT-3.5 Annota-
tion, named mBERTUGA. We replicate the model in
mBERTUGA-U for UlyssesSD fine-tuning and evalu-
ation, and also in mBERTUGA-B and mBERTUGA-M
for BrMoral and MtTwitter respectively (Fig. 2). Fi-
nally, we repeat the process above with the Bertim-
bau backbone, a trained BERT model for the Por-
tuguese language that produced BertimbauUGA.

4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we report the results from the data
annotation to the final evaluation of the models with
our best approach. We then provide an analysis of
the UlyssesSD-GAE performance.

4.1 Data annotation

We compared three large language generative mod-
els to choose the most suitable model for our exper-
iments. We build a handcrafted prompt (Table 1)
based on the GPT-4 outputs of some examples from
each dataset, with the temperature of 0.2 for more
deterministic results. We evaluated the prompt in
the UlyssesSD test data on the GPT-4, GPT-3.5,
and Sabiá models to identify the most accurate
candidate for data annotation.

We define the range of classes according to the
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 capabilities. When we asked
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 using OpenAi’s API to clas-
sify the text without defining the classes, the typi-
cal stance outcomes were Favour, Against, Mixed,
Neutral, or None. We noticed that bounding the
models to this broad range of labels yielded more
accurate results than constraining them to the re-
stricted standard classes Favour, Against, Neither.
Therefore, we allowed those possibilities to im-
prove the model’s prediction; then we combined
the outcomes Neutral, None, and Mixed into the
category termed Neither. This final output simpli-
fication was made to fit the previously determined
SD classes in the benchmark datasets.

Table 2 shows three comments with GPT-3.5
annotation as examples. The written comments
are made in the context where the web page shows
other poll answers with positive and negative points



AC CLT LOAS SP
GPT-3.5 .836 .864 .509 .465
GPT-4 .804 .763 .550 .437
Sabiá .628 .725 .478 .646

Table 3: F1-macro zero-shot results applied to
UlyssesSD test data.

about the proposed bill. Then, the citizens are
asked to indicate their positive and negative find-
ings separately.

Table 3 shows that GPT-3.5 achieved equivalent
but smoothly better results than GPT-4, with the
additional advantage of lower API costs. So, we
elected GPT-3.5 to annotate the collected data from
the Chambers of Debuties website and expand the
UlyssesSD dataset to 5671 comments for 273 top-
ics. For this study, we removed the topics presented
on test data for our experiments with unseen topics,
resulting in 4201 valid instances. The UlyssesSD-
GAE has the labels distributed as shown in Table 4,
in which 258 topics have less than 50 instances, and
we can notice unbalanced data with 67% comments
against the topic.

Topic Total Favor Against Neither
(%) (%) (%)

Con 501 79.2 15.2 5.6
RA 404 6.2 87.9 5.9
ED 192 21.9 70.3 7.8
LSN 191 35.1 51.3 13.6
(265 others) 2913 26.2 62.8 11.0
All 4201 23.2 67.0 9.8

Table 4: Distribution of instances in UlyssesSD-GAE
according to topics. The whole topic’s real names are
Con: "Contratação"/"Hiring"; RA: "Reforma Admin-
istrativa"/"Administrative Reform"; "Estatuto do ED:
"Desarmamento"/"Disarmament Statute"; LSN: "Lei de
Segurança Nacional"/"National Security Law".

4.2 Experiments

We employed the experiments in the UlyssesSD
dataset and cross-dataset validation in the BrMoral
and MtTwitter datasets. The BrMoral is the elicited
data from Santos and Paraboni (2019) and com-
prises 4.080 comments across eight topics extracted
from a poll on morality questions. The MtTwitter
dataset has 13.771 comments about politics, dis-
tributed across five topics. The UllysesSD dataset
was collected from the website of the Chamber of

Deputies of Brazil1 in a poll section about political
bills. The UlyssesSD dataset has 20 topics related
to political bills and 1.935 comments with citizen
opinions manually annotated. We performed over
the same test data sample from Maia et al. (2022)
for our results.

The test data comprises the topics “Ajuda
de custo/Subsistence allowance” (AC), “Consol-
idação das Leis do Trabalho/Consolidation of
labour laws” (CLT), “Lei Orgânica de Assistência
Social/Organic Social Assistance Law” (LOAS),
and “Servidores Públicos/Public Servants” (SP)
from UlyssesSD. The BrMoral test data topics were
“Same-sex marriage” (SSM) and “Church tax ex-
emptions” (CTE), while the MtTwitter dataset in-
cluded “Racial quotas” (RQ) and “Drug legalisa-
tion” (DL).

Training settings: The implementation was
based on PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), transform-
ers (Wolf et al., 2020), and it ran on hardware
NVIDIA® V100 GPU. We use the AdamW op-
timiser with a learning rate of 2e-5 and no bias cor-
rection, implementing smooth weight decay rates
with two groups of parameters, 0.01 and after 0.001
for bias, gamma, and beta. Appling a mini-batch
size 16 and training in 10 epochs takes an average
of 5 minutes for each model to be fine-tuned.

Applying the proposed approach, we trained two
models with the UlyssesSD-GAE in the first step.
Next, we replicated and fine-tuned the mBERTUGA
models with UlyssesSD, BrMoral, and MtTwitter
train data samples and evaluated the model on the
test data. Then, we repeat the process and get the
mean of 5 runs for the results shown in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that the models fitted by
UlyssesSD-GAE (i.e., UGA versions) outperform
the baseline models on most topics. BertimbauUGA
achieved the best performance in most topics and
the best result in the simple average of all topics
and significantly outperforms the other models in
weighted averages considering the sample size of
each topic; this means that the model also obtains
better predictions in more instances than other mod-
els. This result strengthens the hypothesis that the
new annotated examples enrich the understanding
of the text, improving performance.

We conclude that the results show improvement
in the model, especially in the cross-dataset evalua-
tion, which shows the best results on most topics
and the averaged scores despite the relatively low

1https://www.camara.leg.br/enquetes/

https://www.camara.leg.br/enquetes/


UlyssesSD BrMoral MtTwitter
AC CLT LOAS SP SSM CTE RQ DL s.avg w.avg

mBERT .778 .908 .883 .899 .472 .517 .437 .364 .657 .453
±.003 ±.05 ±.0 ±.006 ±.003 ±.01 ±.005 ±.01 ±.007 ±.009

mBERTUGA .889 .991 .880 .991 .502 .509 .545 .366 .709 .513
± .002 ± .01 ± .008 ± .004 ± .02 ± .009 ± .03 ± .01 ±.0014 ±.022

Bertimbau .901 .989 .883 .993 .485 .478 .512 .389 .704 .500
± .002 ± .01 ± .0 ± .002 ± .002 ± .01 ± .009 ± .009 ±.007 ±.008

BertimbauUGA .891 .993 .880 .994 .633 .202 .633 .635 .733 .623
± .004 ± .004 ± .002 ± .003 ± .017 ± .04 ± .003 ± .003 ±.016 ±.012

Table 5: Comparison of stance classifications using the F1macro score. Results are averaged over five runs with their
respective standard deviations. The s.avg represents the simple average for F1macro of each topic, and the w.avg is
the average weighted by the sample size of the topics with the pooled standard deviation.

number of new instances and less accurate data
than tuned models, as shown in Table 3 compared
to Table 5.

5 Conclusions

We proposed using an LLM with prompt instruc-
tions to perform zero-shot data labelling to im-
prove the Language Model fine-tuning applied to
Stance Detection in Brazilian Portuguese domains.
Our study demonstrates the potential of leverag-
ing generative models as annotators to enrich SD
datasets, particularly in a low-resource language.
We utilised a BERT-like model trained on an aug-
mented UlyssesSD dataset, annotated by large gen-
erative models, including GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. Our
model showed promising performance across dif-
ferent topics related to political bills, as bench-
marked against the UlyssesSD, BrMoral, and Mt-
Twitter datasets.

For future work, there are many methods we can
explore to improve the results and address unsolved
problems. It could be to generate synthetic data
using the LLMs to balance the dataset and compare
whether the bias of the imbalanced model will be
reduced in base models like BERT. Additionally,
there are prompts for optimising the responses, like
chain-of-thoughts reasoning (Wei et al., 2022) to
improve the data annotation.

Limitations

GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 use and analyses come from
a not fully disclosed architecture, and the models
are only available via API. Additionally, because
we executed our LLMs with a nonzero temperature,
we gained interesting outcome variety for the anno-
tation but also randomness that did not allow full

reproducibility, which is not an impactful problem
for annotation once we compile the final dataset.
We consider the annotator model that reached the
values closest to human annotation, that is, the an-
notators’ bias, where there is no guarantee that it is
the best possible labelling.
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